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KEY HIGHLIGHTS 

Challenge  

To deliver a cost effective, mobile core 
network platform that can enable the rapid 
deployment and management of mobile data 
traffic worldwide. 

Solution  

The Elephant Talk ET Software DNA® 2.0 
Virtualized Mobile Network solution uses the 
Affirmed Networks™ Mobile Content Cloud™ 
and the VMware® vCloud NFV Platform, 
including VMware vSphere®, VMware vCloud® 
and VMware® vCloud Director®.  

Elephant Talk chose the Affirmed Networks 
Mobile Content Cloud running on the VMware 
vCloud NFV Platform as the optimal 
environment for their mobile network enabling 
solution. The benefits include: 

• Faster time-to-market. Greatly reduces 
the time for installation and deployment to 
hours or days, as compared to as long as 
one-year for legacy solutions. Reduces the 
time to create, deploy, and launch new 
services and applications. 

• Reduced cost. Reduces the cost of 
hardware, space, and power in the data 
center, including the removal of obsolete 
hardware.  

• Simplified management. Reduces the 
effort required to monitor and manage the 
base software and integrate third-party 
products. It significantly lowers the TCO, 
providing customers with a competitive 
advantage. 

With Elephant Talk, Affirmed Networks, and 
VMware, mobile networks can be 
transformed from a cumbersome, expensive 
proprietary legacy infrastructure to a flexible, 
scalable, and cost effective virtualized 
solution. 

Elephant Talk Deploys Virtualized Mobile Network 
Solution with Operators in Europe and the Middle 
East using their ET Software DNA® 2.0 Platform 
and Affirmed Networks™ Mobile Content Cloud™ 
on the VMware® vCloud NFV Platform 

 

" Mobile operators need to achieve rapid time-to-market, operational 

flexibility, and cost savings  all are critical to the sustainability of their 

business  and that is what the Elephant Talk  enhanced mobile ET 

Software DNA® 2.0 platform delivers. This solution enables mobile 

operators to achieve their business goals, significantly increasing the 

value of our platform. By working together with Affirmed Networks™ and 

VMware®, we can integrate 'best-of-breed' SDN / NFV technologies into a 

comprehensive, upgraded platform that can be deployed in all of our 

markets. This creates competitive value for our companies and clients."  

Martin Zuurbier, Chief Technology Officer, Elephant Talk 

 

The current mobile market is rapidly moving from “talk and text” to data 
traffic and, more specifically, to bundles and promotions for many types of 
network traffic. In order to meet this challenge, the Elephant Talk ET 
Software DNA

®

 2.0 platform uses the Affirmed Networks
™

 Mobile Content 
Cloud

™

 with the VMware
®

 vCloud NFV Platform to provide a scalable and 
reliable, fully-virtualized core mobile network platform that can be rapidly 
deployed by Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) and Mobile Virtual 
Network Aggregators (MVNAs).  

This Success Story describes how Elephant Talk integrated Affirmed 
Networks expertise and their Mobile Content Cloud running on the VMware 
vCloud NFV Platform to enable this fully-virtualized solution.  

Introduction 

Elephant Talk’s mission is to empower Mobile Network Operators (MNOs), 
to enable MVNOs, MVNEs, and MVNAs with a full suite of applications, 

superior industry expertise, and high quality customer service  without 

substantial up-front investment. Elephant Talk counts world-leading MNOs 
and technology companies among its most valued customers and partners. 

The Elephant Talk solution provides a flexible, adaptable, and cost effective 
virtualized core mobile network platform that allows network operators to 
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“Operators are rapidly accelerating 

their transformation from legacy to 

virtualized network architectures. With 

Elephant Talk's software-defined 

networking technology and our 

virtualization solutions, operators can 

turn what have been called ‘ambitious’ 

goals into ‘realistic ones’."  

Mohammed Shanableh, Vice President of Global 

Operations, Affirmed Networks 

 

ELEPHANT TALK COMMUNICATIONS 
CORP. PROFILE 

Industry 

Mobile software for telecommunications  

Corporate Headquarters 

100 Park Avenue, New York City, NY, USA. 

Profile 

Elephant Talk Communications Corp 
(http://www.elephanttalk.com) is a global 
provider of the mobile proprietary Software 
DNA 2.0 Platform for the telecom industry, and 
cyber security solutions for the financial, 
government, and business automation 
sectors. 

 

VMWARE VCLOUD NFV PLATFORM 

VMware vCloud NFV Platform  

 VMware vSphere® 5.5 Enterprise Edition® 

 VMware vCloud® 5.5 Enterprise Edition®  

 

DEPLOYMENT ENVIRONMENT 

Primary application 

Virtualized core mobile network platform 
created by Elephant Talk, and powered by 
the Affirmed Networks Mobile Content Cloud, 
running on the VMware vCloud NFV Platform 

manage and grow their mobile networks, while providing the capability to 
support this new and growing market of mobile data traffic. The emergence 
of virtual mobile networks ends vendor lock-in to expensive, “siloed” 
proprietary systems. 

In 2014, Elephant Talk chose the Affirmed Networks
 

Mobile Content Cloud
 

 
running on the VMware vCloud NFV Platform as the optimal environment 
for their virtualized, mobile ET Software DNA 2.0 platform. It delivers on the 
guarantee of stability and a much better total cost of ownership (TCO), in 
combination with high key performance indicators (KPIs) that are required 
by Elephant Talk’s customers. The benefits of this virtualization include: 

 Faster time-to-market. Elephant Talk launches Tier 1 services in just a 

few months, instead of a year-long deployment for a legacy MVNO. 
Virtualization reduces the time needed to create, install, deploy, and 
launch new services and applications.  

 Reduced cost. Virtualization reduces the cost of hardware, space, and 

power in the data center. Reduced power provides for a smaller carbon 
footprint for climate sustainability. Virtual clusters enable full, local 
redundancy of the solution. Removing obsolete hardware lowers 
maintenance costs. Flexible hardware replacement with newer, more 
powerful servers is safer and cost effective. Virtualization also lowers 
the investment since virtual systems can share some of the hardware. 

 Simplified management. Reduces the cost of monitoring and 
managing the base software, integrating third-party systems, and it 
significantly lowers the TCO. This allows Elephant Talk to offer an 
excellent solution for customers needing a better competitive position.  

The ET Software DNA 2.0 Platform, combined with the Mobile Content 
Cloud, also enables new releases of software, upgrades, and hardware 
updates and changes to be implemented faster and more safely. The cost 
of test environments, and the risk of test environments failing, is also 
greatly reduced because legacy hardware is no longer used. This solution 
permits rapid Request For Changes (RFCs), while providing improved roll-
back procedures, resulting in a higher Quality of Service (QoS). 

In addition, the VMware environment’s stability results in high KPIs. For 
example, software upgrades can be executed safety since the previous 
release can be cloned and kept deactivated. The service can be run with 
almost no configuration changes. 

The Mobile Content Cloud provides traffic signatures to distinguish traffic 
patterns and the required KPIs for the Elephant Talk network. 

Affirmed Networks Mobile Content Cloud with VMware 

The Mobile Content Cloud is an advanced, industry-leading, integrated 
software-based NFV solution that automates the provisioning and 
distribution of virtualized packet and control plane processing applications. 
It implements a fully virtualized, scalable Evolved Packet Core (vEPC) and 
Gi network services for mobile network traffic management, and services 
workflow optimization. It provides a highly flexible, low cost solution for 
mobile network packet processing and rapid mobile services delivery. 

The Mobile Content Cloud uses industry-standard, high-volume,  
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) servers to handle rapidly expanding data 
traffic with carrier-grade reliability and NFV-based service orchestration.  

http://www.elephanttalk.com/
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“Today, service provider networks are 

in the midst of a transition as they start 

to realize the benefits that virtualized 

architectures provide over legacy 

solutions. To help our service provider 

customers through this evolution, we 

have partnered with Affirmed Networks 

and Elephant Talk  companies at the 

forefront of this shift. Both companies  

are working to capitalize on the 

technical and economic advantages 

that are now available through the 

virtualization of their customers’ 

mobile networks."  

David Wright, VP Operations, Telco NFV, VMware 

 

The Mobile Content Cloud, together with the Elephant Talk ET Software 
DNA 2.0 platform is fully optimized to use its hardware resources efficiently. 

The Mobile Content Cloud uses the VMware vCloud NFV Platform, which 
delivers the advantages of the Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC). It 
significantly transforms and advances the state of 3G/4G LTE and WiFi 
mobile networks and delivers virtualization solutions independent of any 
proprietary platform. 

Inside the Mobile Content Cloud Architecture 

The Mobile Content Cloud delivers a fully virtualized Gateway GPRS 
Support Node (GGSN), Wireless Access Protocol (WAP), and Multimedia 
Messaging Service (MMS) Gateway: 

 

The Mobile Content Cloud uses next-generation packet-core network 
features to quickly lower mobile operators’ capital expenditures (CAPex) 
and operational expenditures (OPex). These features also provide greater 
efficiency in deploying revenue-generating, value-added services, 
applications, and content delivery.  

The Elephant Talk virtualization and cloud computing solution includes: 

 A single Mobile Content Cloud is deployed across two enterprise 
servers as one cloud (single-node). This virtualization solution runs 
primary and secondary PGW/GGSNs for cloud (geographical) 
redundancy. 

 A single Mobile Content Cloud is configured with a GGSN/WAP/MMS 
gateway for Gn traffic and a separate WAP/MMS gateway for Gi traffic.  

 Resiliency is built-in at the Mobile Content Cloud level. 

 Platform-agnostic x86 COTS low-cost, high-volume servers support the  
VMware® ESXi® hypervisor, reducing operating and maintenance costs. 

 Affirmed Workflow Service Chaining enables rapid service provisioning. 

 Virtualization-based, packet-core solution provides for future proofing. 

Elephant Talk is Committed to Virtualization in Mobile Networks  

Elephant Talk is committed to virtualization in mobile networks, and it 
expects to deploy new virtualization capabilities in future implementations.  

In addition, the Mobile Content Cloud with VMware delivers a well-
accepted, best practices solution. The VMware platform is already in use at 
many Elephant Talk customer data center facilities, making the transition 
easier with know-how that is already in the data center.  
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The Mobile Content Cloud with the VMware vCloud NFV Platform provides 
dynamic scaling that handles larger levels of traffic. VMware vCloud can 
rapidly introduce dynamic and on-demand scale-out and scale-in of 
network bandwidth in response to fluctuations in session connections and 
data transfer. Dynamic scaling scenarios can also be triggered by machine-
initiated connections, further reducing the need for manual intervention. 

Using vCloud capabilities, the Mobile Content Cloud can rapidly introduce 
and expand new network services in software, enabling traffic to be moved 
or instantiated dynamically to variety of network locations. This reduces the 
time-to-market and improves the customer’s Quality of Experience (QoE).  

The Elephant Talk offering to customers is delivered as a managed service, 
using the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) business model, with operations 
and management provided by Elephant Talk. This base offering can support 
a private cloud model (inside a customer’s data center or your data center) 
or on a public cloud (third-party hosting company).  

VMware’s Optimal, Flexible, and Elastic Cloud Architecture  

The unified, centrally-managed VMware vCloud NFV Platform deployed 
within the Elephant Talk service platform includes the VMware vSphere® 
5.5 virtualization and cloud computing platform, with the VMware® ESXi® 
5.5 hypervisor and VMware® vCloud Director®. VMware provides a 
production-proven foundation that delivers high performance, excellent 
scalability, high resiliency, and capacity management. 

The Mobile Content Cloud uses the VMware platform to enable virtual 
networking elements that are similar to those used in the physical 
environment, but with advanced capabilities inherent to the VMware 
vSphere platform, such as its Dynamic Scaling feature. 

The Mobile Content Cloud also uses the VMware vCloud NFV Platform for 
managing and provisioning high performance, cloud-based applications at 
the edge of the network, including features that enhance network 
performance, operational efficiency, and granular management. 

Moreover, VMware® vCenter Server® is used to dramatically simplify 
centralized monitoring and management, including the aggregation of all 
resident virtual machines and hosts.  

Future Proofing Mobile Networks Communications  

By incorporating Mobile Content Cloud running on the VMware vCloud NFV 
Platform, Elephant Talk has deployed a successful foundation for highly 
flexible, adaptable, reliable, and cost effective mobile data network 
management. The result is a stable, future-proof environment that meets 
the needs of this rapidly growing market. 

 


